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About This Game

Use cursors and left ctrl key to fire

F1 = options

Q = quit game

Space = pause game

ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS

J = Joystick controls (limited support)

K = Keyboard controls

S = Scanlines on
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D = Disable scanlines

ESC = Return to Steam

ALT+Enter = Toggle Full screen

These settings are saved when you exit Galencia

50 Action Packed Levels
Asteroid Fields

Challenging Stages
Boss Battles

Ebb and Flow difficulty curve
Siren enemy with Tractor beam for Double Ship Action

Introduction, Launch and Completion sequences
6 Brand new SID tunes, unique to this project
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Galencia is a fast action shooter, just like the arcade classics of the 1980s! It has been an incredible success on the
Commodore 64 and has now been repackaged to play on your PC.

NEW FEATURES FOR THIS STEAM VERSION
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packaged to run without any configuration, click and play!

joystick and keyboard support

new introduction

tweaked gameplay and graphics

auto loading and saving of hi-scores

a completely separate 'Easter Egg' game, written by Roy 'Roysterini' Fielding

THE STORY SO FAR...

EARTH, 2017

We didn't listen to the warnings.
We decided to ignore the decline of our bee population,and now their guardians have arrived.

You must pilot the 1981 Galencia Fighter and restore order. Before its too late!

Long live the Commodore 64!

Galencia 'Steam edition' runs in the vice emulator
All source code and legal information can be found here:

http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/
http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/COPYING
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Title: Galencia
Genre: Action
Developer:
Jason Aldred
Publisher:
Jason Aldred
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core +

Memory: 1 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB +

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please make sure all your device drivers are up to date!

English
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For someone who just wants to have some casual shoot em up fun in 2d airoplane style it's just the game you need and it's so
light that can play on a netbook with good settings.. Meadowland is a fun little game, definitely worth the small amount of
money I paid for it. It's a puzzle game like no other I've played where your goal is to create the dream land. You play as a faerie
singing songs to create a dream. Some of the puzzles are a little finicky with your positioning, but they're all fairly straight-
forward. I love that there are a few hidden eggs that aren't directly related to the story line. Game can progress as quickly or
slowly as you want. A nice slow-paced relaxing game - the end is a little bubble bursting for my taste. I felt like the ending,
while relevant and true, was pretty dour for the mood the rest of the game played out. Overall, well done imo.. This is one of
those rare game's that you can replay without it feeling dull the second time. And weapon progress is nice and seen its f2p you
have to try it its really worth your time.

Its just good give it a try. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLBFPp94dcU. A top down, RC Pro-Am style racer with weapon
and game mechanics taken straight from the WipEout series, Geometry Wars-esq vector graphics, and a track editor to boot.
Did i mention that it has multiplayer support over both internet and LAN and a kickin' techno soundtrack? For a mere $4.99, it's
kind of hard to go wrong with this one. I recommend it highly.
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When I first set eyes on this game during greenlight, I was intrigued enough to give it some backing due to the bonkers conceit,
the promises of puzzles and well...there are cats absolutely everywhere. Now I've actually got the chance to gets some hands-on
time with the game, I have to say that it really has surpassed my expectations so far. It's far, far more than just cats mucking
about on trains (as if that would be a bad thing).

On the surface, all the things you've been led to expect are there - the cats are indeed all over the place, the aesthetic is cute
without being gimmicky and a special mention to the music - it's hypnotic and whimsical. But scratch below that and you've got
an addictive, rewarding puzzle game that, after a good hour or so of play, has managed to consistently offer a balance of
pleasantly-frustrating head scratching that makes every level completed feel like a genuine minor triumph. Got plenty of levels
to go but the difficulty curve has felt steady and rewarding so far - though I can see this getting very, very tough further on. And
the Science Cat is bloody adorable.. There are issues with this game. Difficult to interact with objects with multiple clicks. It
seems to delete the save files too? What!?!. I gave up on this rather quickly (after about an hour anf a half), though not without
reason.

First off, I love 'film noir' style point-and-click games, so I had good hopes for 'Post Mortem'. Though the rather generic plot is
to be expected ('femme fatale' at the door asking you to solve a murder...), it is the game mechanics that ruined it for me. The
bulk of it consists of conversations with NCP's, and you navigate with the familiar 'dialogue trees'. Aside from having different
topics to choose from, you can also select the manner of speaking (charming, curious, direct, et cetera). Sadly, picking the
wrong options will bring about an abrupt end to the conversation. Since the game gives you little to no clues on how to engage
with the characters, this is a problem. Whereas succes is unsatisfying, failure is downright frustrating, and the game will punish
you harshly with a dead end if you're not careful.

The graphics are nothing special, but that's forgivable in this genre. Voice acting is decent (I played the game in French)..
Unlold Legend will not show up in game. Check out other post, others having same issue - poorly executed. You should be able
to see clear difference to world map or main screen options - but nothing. Played game all the way through and the extra content
never shows up.. Simply put, this game is addictive.
Whether it is the catchy music, the character interactions, the challenge or the 70s mecha fanboyism, I can't seem to put off this
game.
Definitely one of my best Steam purchases in spite of its technical shortcomings (no pause button, no resolution, no settings
altogether other than "Full screen Y\/N").. A small and charming game.

Pros:

Art style is simple but consistent. Gets it's themes across.

Difficulty is moderate - not easy enough to be boring, not hard enough to ragequit.
Increases gradually, "croaktel" mode being a harder than "crowtel".

Levels are very decently made, with no off-screen or instant-kill hazards.Neutral:

Isn't a long game - 2-ish hours to complete, plus 1..3 hours to play through developer commentary and
challenges.
Neither does it cost much, though.
Also means that even the harder achievements (speedrun \/ no deaths) aren't too frustrating since you aren't
loosing hours per attempt as with many other games.Cons:

Firing requires button-mashing, with a on-screen projectile limit. This is by no means new and adds a risk-
reward scheme where you can get dangerously close to things to quickly take them out, but personally I'm
not a huge fan.
~15 minutes into "crowtel" mode you get a "charge up" attack which then becomes a preferred method of
dealing with enemies but in "croaktel" there isn't anything like that.

The game could use a setting to separately adjust sound\/music volume.
Overall the game's nice and pros outweight the cons in my opinion.
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